MOHAMMED   AND   CHARLEMAGNE
Corbie diploma of 716, which mentions 10,000 pounds of oil, is
further proof of this. It must not be supposed that this was oil
from Provence, for it was deposited in the cellarium foci.1 A tax
which refers to the exportation of oil from Bordeaux gives us
reason to believe that this oil was forwarded from Marseilles.2
All this affords proof of active trade relations with Africa. But
the very curious fact that camels were employed as pack-animals
in Spain and Gaul throws a vivid light on these relations. For
these camels can only have come from Africa, where they were
introduced by Rome in the 2nd century. They must evidently
have been employed on this side of the Mediterranean before the
invasions. Gregory of Tours3 speaks of the camels and horses
loaded cum ingenti pondcrc auri atque argeuti and abandoned by the
army of Gondevald during its retreat. Moreover, Brunehaut,
before her execution,4 was paraded before the army on a camel.
And this, it would seem, if we compare it with the preceding text,
proves that the armies used to transport their baggage on the
backs of camels. The Vita Sancti EligiP speaks of a camel which
accompanied the bishop on his travels. In Spain, King Wamba had
the rebel Paulus brought to Toledo abrasis barbis pedibusque nudati$>
subsqualentibus veste vel habitu induti, camdorum vehicutis itnpommtw,*
The foregoing clearly proves the existence of extremely active
navigation on the Tyrrhenian Sea, to the East and to the
coast of Africa. Carthage seems to have been a sort of half-way
1	buchner's calculation, op. dt.% p. 45, according to which the imports of
oil into Fos amounted to 300,000 pounds per annum, need not be taken
seriously.
2	Vita S. Filiberti abbatis Gemeticcnsis, M.a!LSS.RHK,MEnov,t vol. V, p. 602,
3	GREGORY OF TOURS, Hi$t. FraHC.t VII, 35.
* PSEUDO-FREDEGAUIUS, Cltronica, IV,  42,  SS.HIIR.MEROV., Vol.  II,   p.   141;
Vita Colwnbani, I, 29, ibid., vol. IV, p. 106"; Liber Hiitoriac PranewHtn, circa 40,
ibid.> vol. II, p. 310,
5	Vita S. Eligiiy II, 13, M.G.H.SS.RER.MEKOV,, vol IV, p. 702.
6	julian of toledo, Histonct Wmbw, ss. rkr, Mi&ov., vol V, p, 525*
ducange, sub vcrbo Camelus, cites* a text of the Vita SS, Voti ct Felicis relating
to Spain, in which we must read Camelus and not correct this into rupicapra
(chamois) as ducange has done.
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